The femtosecond laser ionization of several small hydrocarbon molecules (methane, ethane, propane) has been investigated as a function of the second order spectral phase (linear chirp) of laser pulses centered at = 807 nm.
Introduction
The intrinsically high peak intensity is one of the key properties of ultra-short laser pulses. It makes femtosecond-laser pulses a convenient tool for investigating ion-ization dynamics [1] [2] [3] . There is a wealth of reports on the intensity dependence of ion yields. They have e.g. contributed to the understanding of sequential versus non-sequential double ionization in rare gas atoms [4] [5] [6] [7] . Besides the intensity, an important laser pulse parameter is the spectral phase, ( ). There are several reports on dissociation processes subsequent to the ionization of molecules [2, [8] [9] [10] . Nevertheless, a question still remains open: Do transform-limited pulses lead to the highest ion yield in the mere non-resonant multiphoton ionization of atoms and molecules in intense femtosecond-laser fields?
The spectral phase ( ) is in general represented by the expansion of a Taylor series in / [11] . The contribution to the spectral phase most relevant to the current work is the second order term:
where is the linear chirp parameter. If = 0 (and all higher coefficients in the Tylor expansion as well) the laser pulse is termed transform-limited. A linear chirp parameter different from zero corresponds to a modification of in the spectral domain that in turn corresponds to a change of the temporal evolution of the electromagnetic field, more specifically a linear variation of the frequency with time. For negatively linear chirped laser pulses, the higher frequencies (i.e. shorter wavelengths) arrive earlier than the lower frequency parts of the laser pulse and vice versa for a positively linear chirped pulse. As the value of the linear chirp parameter increases, the temporal pulse width (with 0 for the initial pulse duration) also increases. This leads to a decreasing peak intensity as long as the energy remains constant. 
This functional correlation between the pulse width and the linear chirp parameter indicates the fact that a positive and negative sign of lead to the same pulse duration [12] . Therefore, the envelopes of the electromagnetic fields for the same values of are identical, though the underlying fields differ. Here, we want to emphasize the difference between processes that depend on the pulse envelope and processes that are sensitive to the sign of . The former will be termed "intensity-dependent" chirp effect whereas the latter is a "sign-dependent" chirp effect. Note that processes exhibiting a sign-dependent chirp effect will always also exhibit an intensity-dependent chirp effect, but not necessarily the other way round.
In general, at laser intensities of 10 15 W/cm contrary, for resonant ionization schemes there are experimental as well as theoretical investigations for sign-dependent chirp effects, as e.g. in the photoionization and population of the intermediate molecular state of sodium atoms [13] . In this work, however, we present the chirp dependence in non-resonant photoionization processes.
For the dissociative ionization of hydrogen (H 2 ) Frasinski et al. reported that the kinetic energy distribution of the protons formed in this process depends on the laser pulse duration [8] . They changed the pulse duration by introducing positive or negative linear chirp into the laser pulses. Frasinski et al. did not observe a sign-dependent chirp effect, but concluded on other grounds that the falling edge of the laser pulse was more important than the rising edge. Itakura et al. reported a study of the dissociative ionization of ethanol. They presented an enhancement of the fragmentation process compared to the formation of parent ions by applying linear chirp parameters in the range of = ±3 × 10 −2 ps 2 .
However, they did not observe differences between negative and positive linear chirp [2] . Mathur et al. have demonstrated an influence of the sign of the linear chirp parameter in the dissociation of methane that was operative in measurements at constant intensity as well as constant energy [9] . They did not discuss variations of the parent ion yield itself. The chirped laser pulses had a duration of about 1500 fs, the shortest pulses were 100 fs. Another sign-dependent chirp effect in the dissociation process of methane has been presented by Ren et al. [14] .
In this study the pulse durations ranged from 110 fs to 400 fs and the authors were able to show a clear enhancement of the branching yield ratios CH 3 + /CH 4 + and C + /CH 4 + for negatively linear chirped pulses. Again, the chirp dependence for the parent ion has not been reported. For methane, there are further experimental and theoretical investigations, mainly examining dissociation processes in strong laser fields [15] [16] [17] [18] . The excitation of super-excited states with fs-laser pulses was discussed in reference [19] . A study of ionization and dissociation of methane, ethane and propane in few-cycle laser pulses with pulse durations of 8 fs concentrated on the role of electron-ion recollision processes for the relative abundance of fragment ions [20] . Evidently, chirped-pulse effects are very sensitive to the structural identity of molecules. Even structural isomers can be distinguished by means of chirped fs-laser ionization, e.g. in the case of o-xylene and p-xylene [21] . Very pronounced sign-dependent chirp effects have been recently demonstrated by our group in the fs-laser ionization and dissociation of ethane [22, 23] . By systematically varying the spectral phase in 2 nd and 3 rd order we found that parent as well as fragment ion yields can be maximized by choosing a negative linear chirp on the order of several hundred fs 2 [22, 23] . Changing the quadratic chirp (3 rd order spectral phase) had a less pronounced influence on the ion yields ( ). The value of the linear chirp parameter for maximum ion yields ( max ) differed depending on the chemical species, i.e. the specific fragment or parent ion. Moreover, the sign-dependent chirp effect has been shown to be highly sensitive to the laser pulse energy. The effect was most pronounced at the lowest laser pulse energy, decreased for higher pulse energies and vanished at pulse energies on the order of 130 μJ where only a intensity-dependent behavior remained [22, 23] . Note that the pulse durations and chirp parameters used in these studies were lower than the values typically employed in the literature [2, 9] . In a subsequent study the application of a genetic algorithm allowed us to investigate the optimum spectral phase for several ion yields and ion yield ratios and, therefore, to control the ionization and dissociation of ethane [23] . Again there are several reports in the literature employing a genetic algorithm for dissociation processes, i.e. the enhancement of a specific bond cleavage [24, 25] , whereas studies on the sheer ionization are rather rare. The application of genetic algorithms has the disadvantage that the result often is a complicated spectral phase which cannot be interpreted easily.
In this work we want to further investigate whether sign-dependent chirp effects in fs-laser ionization are of general relevance and discuss possible molecular requirements for this observation. Therefore, we have complemented our studies towards a systematic investigation of a homologous series of small hydrocarbon molecules (methane, ethane, propane) and have compared these to atomic systems (argon, krypton, xenon) as well as the smallest aliphatic alcohol (methanol).
To this end we present the ion yields in the fs-laser ionization ( = 807 nm) of these target species as a function of the linear chirp parameter.
Experimental
The laser pulses have been generated in a Ti:Sa chirped pulse amplifier system (ODIN, Quantronix) seeded by a femtosecond oscillator (Femtosource, Femtolasers). A variation of the pulse shape was carried out in the spectral domain, i.e. the spectral phase was changed by means of a pulse shaper consisting of a liquid crystal mask (SLM640, Jenoptik) in the fourier plane of a folded 4f-shaper setup. Typically the linear chirp parameter is varied between −1500 fs 2 and +1500 fs 
Mathematical modelling
As will become evident in the result section the measured parent ion yields exhibit a complex, yet systematic variation with the linear chirp parameter. In order to elaborate common trends and systematic differences we suggest a simple model which is capable of describing all chirp dependencies (ion yield as function of the linear chirp parameter ) presented in the results section in order to rationalize the underlying physical processes. The model is based on the factorization of the ion yield into two functions, i.) a sigmoidal function representing the sign dependence of the chirp effect and ii.) an intensity-driven component depending on the pulse energy . Note that the dependence of on is considered as given in Equation (2).
In Equation (3) the parameter corresponds to the multiphoton exponent of a simple MPI laser energy dependence. The first factor in the brackets is the sigmoidal part where the value of ℎ represents the shifting of the sigmoidal function along the axis. This ultimately determines the inflection point. The variable represents the slope of the sigmoidal function in the region of the inflection point.
The parameter determines the effective amplitude and ℓ the offset of the sig-moidal function relative to the intensity-driven part, / . As illustration the two contributions to the model function are plotted in Figure 3 together with an exemplary experimental data set and the modelled curve. Note, that for vanishing values of the sigmoidal contribution to the ion yield will be suppressed and the ion yield will be dominated by the intensity-driven contribution. We will demonstrate below that this model is capable of accounting for all experimental observations as shown in Figures 2 and 4 -7.
Results and discussion
In this section, first the time-of-flight mass spectra of the molecules investigated are shown. Afterwards, the different chirp dependencies for the organic molecules are presented separately and in comparison. For all chirp dependencies we show the mathematical model calculations that employ Equation (3). The study of rare gas atoms completes the systematic investigation. Eventually, we will compare the chirp dependencies of molecules and atoms and discuss possible origins of sign-dependent chirp effects.
Time-of-flight mass spectra
In Figure 1 the mass spectra of methane, propane and methanol are presented at a rather low pulse energy of 15 to 30 μJ corresponding to a focus intensity of about 75-150 TW/cm 2 . For higher energies generally an enhanced fragmentation was observed. 
Variation of linear chirp for methane
The chirp dependence for methane is depicted in Figure 2 for four different laser pulse energies. For 15, 30, 62 and 90 μJ the highest ion yield arises at a negative linear chirp parameter. At 15 μJ the maximum ion yield is observed at ( max ) = −625 fs 2 which corresponds to a temporal pulse width of 90 fs according to Equation (2) . Obviously, a change of the pulse energy leads to differences in the slopes on both sides of ( max ), while the sign-dependent chirp effect does not vanish at pulse energies up to 90 μJ. This behavior is different compared to the chirp dependence of ethane [22, 23] and propane presented below. We want to point out that the fragment ions possess similar but not identical chirp dependencies. The decrease of (CH 4 + ) in the positive chirp regime is not the result of an increased fragmentation. The continuous lines in Figure 2 are the results of the mathematical model (see Equation (3)) fitted to the experimental data. This leads to the parameters compiled in Table 1 . As the laser pulse energy increases the multiphoton exponent decreases because of the gaining influence of tunnel ionization compared to multiphoton ionization. We note, that for methane both, ℎ and , barely change with the pulse energy, i.e. these parameters are characteristic for the molecule.
For methane the ratio /ℓ does not change with the pulse energy, it is between 0.82 and 0.88 for 15 to 90 μJ.
The values of the multiphoton exponent derived by means of this analysis are not identical to the values obtained from a double logarithmic plot of ion yields versus laser pulse energy. The values of the latter are typically larger by one. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the important contributions to the model function given in Equation (3) . The example shown is for methane at a laser pulse energy of 30 μJ.
The fit curve shown in Figure 3 is composed of the sigmoidal part and a pulse energy dependent term. Depending on the relative importance of the sigmoidal factor compared to the energy dependent factor, a pronounced sign-dependent chirp effect is the result. 
Variation of linear chirp for ethane
The influence of the laser pulse energy on the sign-dependent chirp effect for ethane has already been presented in ref [22, 23] for 15, 46 and 130 μJ. In Figure 4 the data for 15 μJ are presented together with two further data sets at 35 and 81 μJ.
In the investigated energy range a shift from a pronounced sign-dependent chirp effect (lower pulse energy) to an intensity-driven (higher pulse energy) behavior, where ( max ) is close to zero, is observed. The corresponding fit parameters for the model calculations are presented in Table 2 .
For ethane the parameter ℎ (shift) decreases markedly with increasing pulse energy. At the same time the relative importance of the sigmoidal function decreases significantly as reflected by the change in . The multiphoton exponent exhibits only a small change, its value is close to 1. 
Variation of linear chirp for propane
In Figure 5 the observed parent ion yields of propane are plotted as function of the linear chirp parameter for several laser pulse energies. Obviously, the signdependent chirp effect is similar to the one shown in Figure 4 for ethane. At 30 μJ ( max ) = −875 fs 2 and the ion yield has increased by a factor of two compared to the shortest pulses ( = 0 fs 2 ). Again at higher laser pulse energies (90 μJ) the ionization process becomes mainly intensity-driven. The model calculations in Figure 5 belong to the fit parameters shown in Table 3 .
For propane the parameter ℎ numerically decreases in going from 30 μJ to 60 μJ pulse energy but increases again when going to 90 μJ pulse energy. This trend should not be over interpreted since the impact of the sigmoidal function is vanishing for the higher pulse energies as can be seen in the decrease of . Again is close to 1. 
Comparison of polyatomic molecules
At this point we want to compare the chirp dependencies of ion yields for propane, ethane and methane. In Figure 6 the normalized ion yields for the corresponding parent ions are shown for a laser pulse energy of about 30 μJ. Furthermore, the parent ion yield of methanol is plotted in the same figure (fit parameters for methanol are given in Table 4 ). The chirp dependence of methanol reveals a mainly intensity-driven ionization process. The small difference in the slopes for negative versus positive linear chirps could be the result of a minor sign-dependent process. A comparison of methanol and methane indicates that the introduction of a hydroxyl group leads to a vanishing sign-dependent chirp effect. The physical and chemical changes involve not only a change in the ionization energy but also in the polarizability and the electronic structure as well as the orbital from which the electron is emitted. For methanol, the HOMO is essentially a lone pair at the oxygen atom and, therefore, the residual molecular structure seems to be less important for the chirp dependence in the ionization process. This is further supported by the fact that no sign-dependent chirp effect was observed for the next higher alcohol, ethanol [2] . 
But, as shown in the previous section, higher pulse energies can lead to the disappearance of the sign dependence of the chirp effect. This is the case for ethane and propane, whereas the methane parent ion yield does not show this behavior between 15 and 90 μJ. By comparing the chirp dependencies of the parent ion yields observed for ethane and methane at 15 μJ, the order for ( max ) is:
This means that methane exhibits the smallest sign-dependent chirp effect among the hydrocarbons investigated, but this sign dependence does not vanish within the investigated laser energy range. At 30 μJ the value of ( max ) for the ethane parent ion yield has already decreased in comparison to 15 μJ and is therefore smaller than that of methane. At this point the question arises whether the observed differences in the chirp dependencies can be the result of a change of the ionization energy or the variation of the molecular structure.
Variation of linear chirp for rare gas atoms
Assuming that the molecular structure, i.e. the presence of anharmonic vibrations, is the determining factor for the sign-dependent chirp effect, one would expect that rare gas atoms should become ionized most efficiently for the shortest pulse also implying the highest peak intensity. As depicted in Figure 7 these expectations are met for the singly charged krypton ions showing an almost perfect symmetric decrease of ion yields with increasing value of the linear chirp parameter and therefore increasing pulse duration and decreasing peak intensity. For xenon max is again observed for close to zero, with a slightly asymmetric dependence. For argon the highest ion yield occurs at about = −300 fs 2 , an effect being slightly larger than the experimental uncertainty (±100 fs 2 ). The corresponding fit parameters are compiled in Table 4 .
Wiehle has applied a genetic algorithm to find the optimal laser pulse for maximizing either the Xe + -or the Xe 2+ ion yield [26] . In both cases the highest ion yields were achieved not for the shortest pulse but for a chirped laser pulse. Wiehle did not present the spectral phase but the temporal envelope of the optimized laser field which consisted of a main pulse with smaller pre-and postpulses. As explanation for this behavior a population trapping mechanism [27] in the main pulse was proposed which is followed by ionization in the post-pulse.
Wiehle also showed an enhancement of the ion yield ratio (Xe 2+ )/ (Xe + ) for chirped pulses in comparison to the transform-limited pulse at peak intensities of about 10 14 W/cm 2 . We have also been able to detect doubly-charged xenon ions at pulse energies comparable to the conditions reported by Wiehle. In our investigation the maximum of the ratio (Xe 2+ )/ (Xe + ) occurs at ≈ −100 fs 2 , the variation with being rather symmetric indicating an intensity-driven process.
Comparison of molecules and atoms
In the following we will compare the analysis for all four molecules with that for the rare gases. In order to ensure comparability we concentrate on data obtained for the same pulse energy, i.e. 30 μJ, where reasonably high ion yields have been observed for all species. In Table 4 the fit parameters for the rare gas atoms and methanol are shown. The relevant parameters for methane, ethane and propane were already given in Tables 1 to 3. The main difference between methane, ethane and propane on one hand and methanol and the rare gases on the other, corresponds to the relative importance of the sigmoidal term relative to the intensity-dependent term / . Compared to the pure hydrocarbon molecules the parameter is significantly smaller for the noble gases. This effectively suppresses the observation of the sign dependence in the ion yields. For methanol, krypton and xenon the parameter ℎ is nominally For argon the parameter ℎ is positive reflecting the fact that the chirp parameter for which the ion yield is maximized is about −300 fs 2 . However, still the chirp dependence of the ion yields is rather symmetric as opposed to methane, ethane and propane. For methanol the chirp dependence of the ion yields is slightly asymmetric, but the maximum ion yield is observed for = 0 fs To rationalize the origin of the sign-dependent chirp effect we have to correlate the characteristics of the atoms and molecules investigated to their physical and chemical properties. To begin with, one might expect that the ionization energy and/or the polarizability of the chemical systems play an important role. On a qualitative basis a comparison of the corresponding values listed in Table 5 suggests that a low ionization energy and a high polarizability favor a signdependent chirp effect. However, these values are not sufficient to explain the trends presented above. As a matter of fact all chemical systems exhibiting the sign-dependent chirp effect are molecules, those which do not are atoms. The only exception to this is methanol. Apparently, the existence of molecular vibrations possibly including their anharmonicity seems to be advantageous for the observation of significant sign-dependent chirp effects. Methanol differs from the other hydrocarbon molecules in having a lone electron pair. The electron removed from the molecule upon ionization originates from a sigma orbital in the hydrocarbon molecules but from a lone pair of the oxygen atom in the case of methanol. Hence, we suggest that the electronic structure, i.e. the HOMO of the emitted electron, significantly influences the chirp dependence. To compare the shift and the inclination of the sigmoidal terms the normalized sigmoidal functions for the molecules are plotted in Figure 8 . These sigmoidal terms correspond to the fit curves that are presented e.g. in Figure 6 . For methane the contribution of the sigmoidal part leads to a suppression of the ion yield in the positive chirp regime whereas for methanol the decrease of the function starts around = 0 fs 2 . The inclination of methane resembles that of ethane but for positive chirp parameters the sigmoidal part remains further away from zero. For propane the steepness is reduced in comparison to methane and ethane while for > 0 fs 2 the remaining sigmoidal part for propane is located between methane and ethane.
An illustrative picture for the interpretation of the sigmoidal function is the ladder-climbing model depicted in Figure 9 , a common explanation of anharmonicity effects [29] . Ultrashort laser pulses comprise a broad spectrum and therefore consist of photons with different wavelengths and energy, respectively. Sequential photons with slightly different energy content support the up-climbing within the anharmonic potential if the photon sequence matches the energy distances of this ladder. Therefore, a negatively linear chirped laser pulse with the blue part of the spectrum arriving earlier at the sample leads to a higher ion yield of the corresponding species.
Enhancement of ladder-climbing processes in down-chirped laser fields have been reported in the mid-IR around 5 μm [29, 30] , corresponding to a fundamental vibrational transition in the molecules of interest. The experiments of this work have been performed around 800 nm corresponding to photon energies of 1.5 eV, much larger than the energy gaps between adjacent vibrational states. At the laser intensities employed ionization of hydrocarbon molecules is in general considered to be dominated by multiphoton ionization [31] . However, we speculate that ladder-climbing in this context might also involve overtone transitions or intrapulse pump-dump transitions within the bandwidth of the laser pulses [32] . The simple model proposed allows to elaborate trends. We hope the model may serve as a suitable starting point for further theoretical investigations regarding the issue of sign-dependent chirp effects in fs-laser ionization.
Summary
We have investigated the influence of the linear chirp parameter on several (parent) ion yields in femtosecond laser ionization of several small organic molecules and rare gas atoms. For the molecular systems methane, ethane and propane the sign-dependent chirp effect, i.e. the linear chirp parameter for which ion yields are maximized, is on the order of (minus) several hundred fs 2 . This signdependent chirp effect is not observed for the fs-laser ionization of methanol and krypton. For xenon and argon the sign-dependent chirp effect is close to zero. In all examples where a chirp effect is observed, it is the negative linear chirp which favors ion formation. Important ingredients to the matter-light interaction are the ionization energy, the electronic structure and the polarizability of the chemical target.
The sign-dependent chirp effect observed experimentally has been successfully rationalized by a simple model taking into account intensity-driven contributions to the ion signals as well as a sigmoidal function reflecting the sign dependence. With increasing pulse energy the sign-dependent chirp effect vanishes as accounted for by the model calculations. A physical interpretation of the sigmoidal function points towards the role of anharmonicity in the electronic potential. This is further supported by the fact that the sign-dependent chirp effect is close to zero (or zero) for the rare gases. For the primary alcohol methanol the sign-dependent chirp effect is also close to zero. A similar observation has been previously reported for the next higher primary alcohol, ethanol [2] . It appears possible that the sign-dependent chirp effect is characteristic for certain classes of molecules with specific electronic properties.
We hope that the current investigation stimulates further experimental and theoretical investigations of this sign-dependent chirp effect, which has not received ample attention so far.
